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Mr A Baron
93c Venner Road
Sydenham
London
SE26 5HU

Your reference

Our reference CGiLJC

Date 20 october 2006

Dear Sir

MICHAEL STONE

I am in receipt of your letter dated 16 Cctober 20CG reqarijing issues with Micha"ei

Stone, a very high profile pnsoner, who is being helci in high security conditions,
having been found guilty in two trials nor,^,r for very serious crimes.

Our duty of care is to protect tne public. This requires us to keep ltlr Sione in prison
cLlstody as the trial judge stated and aiso tc prevent Mr Stone giotifying his case
publicly.

Having perSonaily reac severa; or tite e.xcriargeJi.i ir-,rnri,u,ilcai-'rrii-nef'-''{eFr
yourself and Mr Stone over the past months I would have to say that, whilst it may
well be part of a website, the question is what is the real difference between public
access to a book and access to a website? The story is still being made public. i

also have to say that the uray the information was laid out in chapters convinced not
only prison managers but also our legal adviser at Headquarters that a book was the
clear opinion of us all.

To add to this, I personally witnessed your written comrnents in various passages

which you endorsed prior to returning to IV'lr Stone for amendment. One example
was where Mr Stone relates to the story of Megan Russell's views and memories.
You actually request Mr Stone to make the passage a bit more gory and to add more
detail ...

This was found to be disturbing and, as such, it was forwarded to our legal adviser.
The view was that this type of material, regardless of its needs, would nct be
permitted.

Itl|r Stone has misused his computer within a prison workshop. The workshop
transcribes Braille material. Mr Stone used it to compile what we believe to be

chapters of a book including index. This vuas unauthr:rised usage. The shop
manager was also disciplined for allowing it to take place and suppcrting it to some
degree by printing it for him.
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Following on from this, Mr Stone attempted to send out some 40 plus pages of his
transcript to you via his solicitor. Following receipt of a letter from you, attached to
which was a letter for Mr Stone to you which you were returning to him, and in which
Mr Stone stated he would make the changes as soon as he could access his word
processor. Thank you for alerting us to this Mr Baron.

The Rule 39 solicitor's letter was stopped on grounds of suspicion and opened in
Mr Stone's presence to check its content. lt contained a hand written letter to the
solicitor which ended in Mr Stone requesting that the solicitor ensured that he
passed on to yourself the 40 plus pages of transcript. This was clear abuse of Rule
39 privilege, hence the letter was stopped and Mr Stone placed on report for
breaching prison rules.

ln conclusion, based on the perception that Mr Stone is arguably penning the script
of a book, coupled with our duty of care to the public and to prevent prisoners
sensationalising their cases, the current position will remain unchanged.

I trust this clears up our position in this matter.

Yours faithfully

I.rfJ V tr,FTNL,Fi UL,LIN gTJUE,tr,FI

Head of Business Support Unit
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